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Rothrmsted Wertier

H. L. PENMAN

The purpose of this survey is to give some idea of the physical environment in which
Station experiments are done, or have been done. A thorough survey would need an
extended discussion of the physics of the inter-relations of the components, but this is
not ne€ded now because a former member of the Department, Dr. J. L. Monteith, has
set it all out in a book-Principles of Eniromnenul physics (1973)-4ealing with both
plants and a-nimals.

The starting point was obvious to Swift. During his visit to the scientffic academy in
Laputa, Gulliver was interested to discover a research worker who .had been eight y;ars
upon-a project for extracting sun-beams out of cucumbers, which were to be pui into
vials hermetically sealed, and let out to warm the air in raw inclement summeri'. Swift
got his thermodynamics wrong but his agriculture was faultless.

In plant groMh we are trying to fix solar energy in a way that makes it usable later
and elsewhere, but measurements show that in tetms of total botanicat yield the tfJst of
our crops rarely fixes more than about I fo ofthe solar energy received. As the theoretical
maximum is near l0l, the gap presents a big research challenge. Looking at the fate of
the other 99%, abott 30 or 401of the income is used in evaporating water, and this
almost complete dependence of water use on weather is best considered in relation to the
net radiation, which is the balance left after deducting estimated amounts for reflection
(c. 25 /) and net outward long-wave transfers to the atmosphere (c. 35 f). As expenditure,
known sometimes as the 'heat budget', the net radiation income is shared among evapora-
tion, warming the air, and warming the soil. The temperatures attained by air and soil
may be important in two ways. First, ail and soil are sources or sinks for heat energy-
quantitative behaviour. But, secondly and sometimes very importantly, they defint a
qualitative state of the environment that may determine reaction rates or the vigour of
biological activity. Variations of temprature with position and time depend on trinsport
parameters, and in the atmosphere these are determined almost completely by windind
its associated turbulence, above and within the crop, and much ofthe physics ofturbulent
transport of heat can be applied, with only minor modifications, to transport of other
quantities, to or from the crop. These include momentum (crop movement, and, possibly,
lodging), water vapour (imposing a constraint on evaporation rates), carbon dioxide (in
photosynthesis) and 'pollutants' (spores, pollen, insects, sprays, dusts . . .). Specification
of water content in the air always needs a little care. There are several ways of giring an
absolute htnidity, all acceptable in their appropriate contexts and all of whiah would
support, in numbers, the fact that the atmosphere is drier in December than it is in June.
There is one way of expref,sing relative humidity, as a fraction of the amount that the air
could hold if it were completely saturated at the preyailing temperature. The associated
number never excreds unity, and it may go through a big daily cycle in summer as the
air temlrrature changes. Its importance lies in the equilibrium conditions it dictates. In
terms of relative humidity the daytime atmosphere is wetter in December than it is in
June.

Within a farming context the most important transport proc€ss is that of evaporation-
the water use by crops. The balance of evaporation and rainfall is a major determinant
of crop growth, and the frequency of the summer balance being severely unfavourable
t72
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ROTHAMSTED WEATHER

has led to use of irrigation to supplement rainfall. Over the whole year, it is rare for the

total evaporation to exceed the total rainfall, so that there is some excess for drainage

that is a contribution to the store from which a watEr harvest is taken out of the chalk

aquifer under the farm. Rothamsted climatology is not exclusively agricultural: it has

hydrological utility too.
Rrdirtion

Units. In the past, three energy units have been used, and none is obsolete. For internal
coherence here the currently least fashionable will be used-the Calory. For conversion:

t *t" 
= 

f .i? 
jiiH 

(m,riwatt how)

It is sometimes convenient to use a 'working unit' derived from the latent heat of
vaporisation of water, which, at ordinary temPeratures, is near 590 calories per gram.

One gram of water represents a volume of 10 mm x (l cm)'z, so' as an evaporation
equivalent of energy per unit area, 59 cal cm-z is equivalent to I mm of evaporation.

Synboh

-Rr : theoretical intensity at the outside of the Earth's atmosphere
x, : measured intensity (short wave)
R' : Det radiation

rR,|D : net radiation during daylight
Xr : back radiation (long wave)

.lY : number of dayLight hours
n : duration of bright sunshine
zr : fraction of sky covered by cloud.

As a good working approximation for a week or longer, but NOT for single days,

fulRa: a * bnlN

a : 0.18 D : 0.55 @enman, 19,18)

s : 0'16 b :0'62 @enman, 1970)

Broadly, the first term (c) is a measure of the ditruse light scattered from the sky and

clouds, while the second term is a measure ofthe direct component. Again as a working
approximation, during the day z/N is roughly equal to I - m, where m is the average

fraction of the sky covered by cloud.
The spectral composition ofthe light is not detectably dependent on rn, and for growth

studies it is safe to use:

Photosynthetically active radiation : 0'50 Rr (SzEicz,19'14)-

The reflection coefrcient of most fresh green farm crops is near 0'25 (Monteith, 1959).

As much of the reflection is in the infra-red region the apparent visible colour is not a
safe guide to reflection coefficient.

History. Apart from periods for instrument repairs, solar radiation has been recorded
daily at Rothamsted since October 1921. The flrst instrument was a Callendar recorder,
purchased by the Plant Physiology Department of Imperial College in 1916, and run at
Rothamsted for the Department from 1921- In 1943 Professor Blackman asked Rotham-
sted to take over the instrument and be responsible for all future repairs and replacements.
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Right up. to 1954 there was great uncertainty about the sensitivity, and as the original
supplier had ceased to make them the replacement then sought had to be found;he:
yhere. O_ye1 the fust 30 years the readings were probably adurate enough for the use
that could be made of them at the time, but as ihey are not good 

"oor!f, 
foi p..r"oi

needs tiey are not considered here.
In 1955 a Mou-type solarimeter. (Kipp) 

-was 
installed with a paper chart recording

potentiometer. As,before, daily totals were obtained by planimeter iniegration_a tediou;
and awkward task-until in 1958 an aujo-mati9 iniegrator was ad&d wirh a did;l
coutrter set to register directly in cal cm-2. Read every morning, the change in cou-nter
r-eadiles 11 the required total income for the previoui day. Thi entries ii Table I are
for the Kipp instrument: the numbers are too precise and should U".euO ugulr.i in"
possibility of a 2/. ercot

The easier recording of hours of bright sunshine started in 1g92. A glass sphere acts
as a- buming glass and produces a brown scorch mark on a suitabry seisitive'brue card
graduated in horrrs. The length of burn is measured to the nearest ienth hour for eviry
hour, and noted. Addition gives the daily total. There are several recognised sources oi
error, but observers work to a set of rules in reading the cards and to;h are probabiy
accurate to about I %.

Net-radiation is not yet a routine weather element, but as it is the main determinant of
rate ofwater use it has been measured-using our own construction of instruments_as a
research exercise since 1955. The observations have not been sufficiently continuous over
long enough periods to display mean values acceptable as climatic averages. In general,
net radiation is negative from shortly_ before sunset to shortly after suririse, m"arkealy
so on cl"zr,nights (Fig. l), and in the short winter days ttre 2,L[our total is negative. Th'e
summer balance is always positive with Xz/.Rr : 0.5 fbr the whole day, and R ,il&t : 0.6
for daylight hours (fable 3).

solar rartaaon: Daily iycle (Fu. t). The curves on the reft are for almost clear days and
nights, with totals in the inset table. Almost is import,.nt. In the record for 23 Juni both
the peaks and the troughs are probably.the resuli of light cumulus ctoud, obscurin! the
sun to produc€ the troughs, and providing extra scattering from the sky io produd the

(d crn-2ma{

F

I'r
T

t
o.tF

L

t

+
t

Fro. l. Solar radialion 0eft) and ner radia-tion (ri8ht) over grais otr almo6t cloudless days, 1961. Itrdesceoding order, the dar; are: 23 Jutre, te Sepiefitir, f : fi;i;ni'ii-i;r.ry. Night detail forMarcb and september (rishr) is oained do; riilii..-ri.i-i"iiii-"a iiir,l't,ifin:iF;."iE: diliii.i'
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Deaks. The dav's total, at 650 cal cm-2 exceeds what would have been obtained with no

iloud, and is the greatest recorded since 1955'

TADT,E 1

Rothamsteal: Solar railiation: Ar'vrage daily totals (cal cm-g)

JFMAMTJASONDYeaT
5X 750 932 lOlO 979
x1 29 396 414 377
1A X2 369 431 365
188 268 345 409 358
182 ?,43 381 392 355
190 265 310 415 365
3-t 4.5 6.3 7'O 6'2

825 619 398 241 161
308 233 138 63 36 2m
310 231 l3l 59 42 2@
291 213 124 59 $ m2
298 218 140 68 35 205
3oo 230 130 fi 3s 2lo
5.1 3.9 2.2 t'O 0'6

192 136
6t ll2
52 91
49 85
37 86
50 95

0.8 1 .6

-1
Col cm 'doy '

Rothomrted 1960-69 . Meosured

- 
Cotculored

Frc- 2. Av€raep mo hly solat railiation for s tea !'ear pcriod (frfl points)' The lioc johs calqrlatcd

valu6 (Equation 2). 
fi5

i/ (Aogot)*
Measund & 195G59 (4)
1960-54 ('
196r-69 (5)
1910-72 G\
Average (17) cal cm-t
E4uiv. E (mm)

t For latitude 52' N' Solar coostatrt : 2'm cal co-2 Ein-1

Annual cvcle (Table I' Fig. 2). The l7-year record is split into four periods in a way that

;:"#'i;';;.il;'ilil.i ."t the decade 196G59 foicomparison with en*ies in other

ilbr ;itilia u.i gin"n the Yalues of the inmme there would be if there were no

.i-.trn.... Tbe'valuei have been estimated by a double interpolation of R'r in a table

i;;;it5i.di;." of the Smithsonian Tables, and adjusted to conform to a more recent

ilil;;f id;.lai constant. At the bottom the long-term daily averages of Rr have

Leel conve.tetl to daily evaPoration rates if all the iunshine was used in vaporising

water." -fig. 
Z gi"", tlr" mean values for the decade 1960-69, as discrete points'

Ittnation of bright sushine (fable 2). Except for 1894 when,some records were in-

;m}iJrc, il tfe available measurements arc summarised, with a few supplementary

JD
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TIIILE 2
Rotharnsteil: Hours of bright nmshiae: Monthly aerages per decade

393
167
173
158
t,lO
131
168
161
128
tt2

155
170

271
1893

85
196r

FM
280 36272 12272 ll3
65 l0l70 12576 134
a ll4
65 tt4
59 r09
70 113

40 67 18538 44 134

88 tO6 2M
1952 1939 tW

197023 22 59
1898 1940 19@

75 1854
n 1149

76
1961

l6
1969

261
55
63
69
68
57
6l
57
54
74

78
29

tu
1923

26
1962

AM JASON
492
205
197
2@
212
169
198
t89
175
198

261
145

280
1922

124
1898

378
t6t
158
153
148
135
132
137
132
147

2M
107

1911

84
1936

J

498
203
195
2na
m7
206
201
195
203
184

226
152

2a8
1957

ll6
1923

49 452
213 21n28 2U
173 171
198 175t84 187
185 t80
190 167
165 155
119 155

u4 tyt
136 

'12
316 ntl9tt 1947

9l 99l 5 l9t2

D Year
2s9 4443
46 t608
42 l@7
39 1494
50 1563
41 14155r t507
42 1475
48 1371
36 l4l9

332
lll
t0l
r0l
1t6
103
I
la
93

ll4

t)n
55

154
1921

56
1968

Year
Mo6t (1929)
Least 0968)

Month
Most

I-east

'7 years: 1894 omi(ed

items. In the top line are the values of N for each month, averaging just over I 2 hours per
day in the year's total. Immediately under the main table arl r6ws of extreme valuis,
first the sunniest ald least sunny civil years (1929 and 196g), and then correspondin!
information for individual months.

Radiation ond sumhine (Fig. 2). using the values of .R., at the top of rable 1 , the values
of rrf at the top of Table 2, and the values of n in the row for 196G69, values of .Ar ior
1960-69 were calculated from

Xr : Rr(0.16 * 0.62 nlN), e)
and the continuous line of Fig. 2joins the results obtained. If needed, Table 2 coutd be
converted into the equivalent of rable 1 back to 1892, not only for decadal means but
also for individual months.

|.{et ndiatiol Gable 3, Fig. 1). On balance, the exchanges of long-wave radiation
Ftw:el Eart_h and atmosphere produce a differential flor" ort urd-tlie back radiation,
Xa. What is here called the 'net' radiation is then

Ro : iRr(l - r) - rRr, €)
where r is the reflection coemcient for short-ware radiation (=0.25 for complete gre€n
farm crop cover). Good measurements were obtained over grass in 1961, and foi the
four selected-clear days the daily cycle is on Fig. l. For clarity-, the night-time values for
March and September are omitted. Again, as for the solar radiation, totals are in the
inset table. In general, for good reasons, workers have concentrated on the daydmi
value of.R".(here symbolised as.R,,2) and Table 3 gives an adequate picture of the
seasonal variation in the main period of crop growth. The final col-umn i's tne primary
gbjective of the processing, a first estimate of rates of water use, generally * ui, upp"i
limit to be modified downward when other factors are broueht in6 accoutrt.

For interest: plotting houdy values of Xo against the corresponding values of Rr on
176
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x,
Days of Cal crn-2

Month record per day
April 24 U5
Msy 25 ,m
,uo€ D 4fO
July 18 389
August zl U5
Sept€mb€r 25 243

ROTHAMSTED WEATHER

TABLE 3
Mea monthly nlu od net radiatbn (daylight hours) oo* gass, Rothansted, 196l

XrD

Calqn-2 Equir.
per day E(mm)

t50 2.5
219 3.7
2g 4.5
2n 3'8ms 3'5
1,lO 2'4

Fig. 1 (four sets of measurements) gives a very good straight fine with little scatter. The
slope is 0.75 (hence r : 0.25 in equation 3), and the intercept at ,R1 : 0 is -0.1 1 cal cm-z
min-l (: - R3 for clear skies). The seasonal constancy of the reflection coefficient was
not unexp€cted; the constancy of the back radiation was a surprise.

Canopy interception. For all weather elements considered later, display wifl be limited
to what happens above or below the crop. Behaviour .l ithin the crop is too complex for
general summary because of variation with height, with time of day, with stage of
gowth and with the nature of the crop. The exception, on Fig. 3, shows what is perhaps

Frc.3. Light peEtration into catropies of sugr &t (27 August 196, and barley (17 July 1963).
(From G. Szeicz.)

the most important etrect of the nature ofth€ crop, tle extent to which sunshine penetrates
a crop canopy. Results are for full stands of sugar beet and barley, averaged over a
period of 10 daylight hours. The quantities plotted are the ratios, measured income at
z/income at the top of the crop (height lr), and l. The sugar beet intercepts much more
radiation near the top of the canopy.

Temlleratlre

Units rDd ccrl€s. There are two units and three scales, related as intervals by

l' Celsius : 1" Absolute or Kelvin
: 9/5' Fahrenheit

tn

5
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The ice and steam points on the thrce scales are

0"c, 273"K, 32'F
100'c, 373'K 212"F

Until 1970 nea y all temp€ratures were measured in'F (a few soil temperatures were
in 'K). Until 1971 the returns to the Meteorological Office continued to be in 'F, but
were converled there to 'C. By I January 1972 all our thermometers were replaced, and
sincr then all our records and returns have been in 'C.

For the present note most of the records have been used as they were taken, so one
table has entries in "F. On diagrams a change of scale is easy, and temperatures are in 'C.

Air temperature

Daily varlrtion Air temperatur€ depends on the temperature of the ground surface, the
source of the air (and the vigour of mixing) and on radiation exchanges in which cloud
cover can be dominant. Except in winter-and ignoring special cases-a clear day
produces high air rcmperatures (greater input from sunshine) and a clear night produces
low air temperatures (greater negative component in net radiation). Something of the
sort is on Fig. 4 where the daytime range is from about 25'C to l0"C on 15 July 1971.

Julr 14 15 16 17

o120120120120

. S plor

Frc. 4. Air temperature (hourly averagEs) at about 2 m above a kale crop in fine weather, July 1971.
Poiots are giveo altemately for two sites about 100 m apart. See also Figs 17 aod 19, (FroE I. F.Iaog.)

Agriculturally the most important time for this kind of behaviour is early in the growing
season, when the clear night plunge may go below freezing point. In cloudy or overcast
periods the daily range is smaller, but the start of the daltime rise, however small, is
usually detectable at sunrise: the maxima are lower, and the minima are higher. Com-
parison of 14 and 15 July (Fig. 4) shows the kind ofetrect with evidence ofcloud thicken-
ing for a few hours before dawn on 15 July.

In winter, sunshine is too fe€ble to have much efect anyway, and the dominant factor
is the source of the air, For most of the time it is the Atlantic Ocean, but there are

178
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occasions of iDflux of Arctic air from the north, or of continental air from the south-east,
the latter sometimes bringing blizzards of snow.

The air temperature can be recorded continuously by a thermogaph, and a record will
appear later (Fig. 2l), but the illustration in Fig. 4 is taken from one of the research
projects. The site of the irrigation ex;reriment is alongside the meteorological enclosure
and two large plots, each about 100 x 100 m, are instrumented to give frequent tempera-
ture (and other) readings at several heights above the crop, within the crop and in the soil
beneath. On Fig. 4 hourly averages over kale are plotted alternately for each of the two
sites, i.e. 0-1, 2-3, 4-5 for ore, l-2,34, 5-6 etc., for the other. On the scale of the
diagram, there are no major discrepancies: over this period of four days there was only
a very small horizontal gadient of temperature between two sites about 100 m apart,
at a height of 270 cm (about 2 m above the top of the kale plants). For a typical fine
summer day of intermittent sunshine and broken cloud, the record on 14 July carries the
main features: a rise to a maximum reached an hour or so after noon, no great change
for the next 2 hours, and then a fall that continues through sunset until sunrise next
day.

Over a long period the true mean air temperature, integra.ted over the day, differs very
little from the mean of the average of maxima and minima, and in all that follows 'mean
air temperature' is the average of maxima and minima. For a year, the error may be
0.10'C over-estimate.

Secular chenge in annual mean (Fig. 5). The values plotted, from 1878 to 1972, are the
means of the 12 monthly averages for the calendar year. Within the points are horizontal
lines, each spanning l0 years, drawn at the l0-year average. There is a slight, but clear,
increase in the decade means up to 19M9, and a decrease thereafter. The same trend
occurs in the records at Kew Observatory (Brazell, 1968), where measurements started
in 1871. For the decade l87l-80 the Kew mean is almost the same as that for 1901-10,
with a relatively big drop 1881-90, and from 1880 the Kew and Rothamsted lGyear
averages run parallel, with Kew about l"C warmer. Boyd (1939), using earlier Oxford
and Greenwich records, gave a usable indication of mean Rothamsted air temperatures
back to the beginning of the experiments.

m

FrG.5. Mea-o aD.oual air temperature itr the ssEeD, 1878_1972. Ilorizontal liD6 show aveiagEs for
tcd-],Ear pcriods.
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TABIE 4

Rotharnsted: Air temperotwe: Monthly extremes ('F)
MAMJJA

47.1 49.5 55.3 63.7 63-9 6.2
33-4 35.1 39-l ,t8.8 sO.2 52.2
40.3 42.6 47.2 56.3 57-t 59.2

1963 Max. 30.9 33.6 48.3 54.9 59.0 66.8 68.0 65.6
Mh. 2t.o 24.2 35.3 39.3 4t.7 49.1 49-3 49.2
Mean 25.9 28.9 41.9 47-l 5O-3 57.9 58.7 57.4

51.8 55'2 62.0 67.4 76.8 69.2
36.4 31.3 43-3 47'5 53.4 52-7
u.t 46.2 52.6 57.4 65.1 60.9

46-6 58-7 60.0 68.3 74.3 72.8
32.9 4.3 41.3 47.8 52-5 52.4
39-7 49-5 50.7 58.1 63-4 62.6

JF
Two c.ldest years

1879 Max. 34'7 4l'6
Min. 25'l 33'3
Mean 29.9 37.5

TWo hottest yeaB
1921 Max. 48 8 45'2

Mio. 39'7 34.O
Meao 44'3 39' 6

1949 Max. 45'9 ,l{1 5
Mio. 34'6 32'9
Mean .()'3 ,lO'7

so
62.2 53.3
47-2 41.7
54.7 47.5

62.9 56.9
41.4 44.5
55.1 50.7

67.6 63.6
49-O 46.4
58.3 55'0

71.1 60.3
54.0 45.14.5 53.0

N D Year

43.0 36'l 5l'4
32.9 25.1 38-7
38.0 30.6 4s.r

sl.2 39.7 53.1
.lO'2 30.0 39'3
45.6 34.9 46-2

43.9 47.9 58.3
33.3 36.7 42-5
38-6 42-r 50-4

,18.7 ,t6.5 58.5
36.6 36.0 42.2
42-7 41.3 50.4

53.2 49-9
1913 1912

Highest maximum (morthly average)
490
1916

Lowest mioiBum (monthly average)
2t-o 20.6 a.4 32.6
1963 1895 1883 1917

Peak or trough valu€s io periods above
Hottest day 54 56 65 17

coldest nieht

71.0 76.8
1893 1921
1957

50.0
t9t4

86 86 88
89

s7-4 63.1 66.2
1938 1893 1947

75.9 72.O 63.6
19tt 1929 1921

39.4 44.9,18.9,18.6,14.8 36.2 31.0
l9a2 1916 1907 t887 r9l2 1888 1923

2.5

92' 85

24.2
1890

56

19 25 2A 36 ,O 40 31

' Highest ever (aod io August 1932)
t Irwest ever

Atrn[rl cycle @g. 6, Table 5). As a supplement to Fig. 5, but useful in its own right,
Fig. 6 gives three sets of lGyear averages by months. Two are for the extremes of Fig. 5
(1880-89, l9,lG49), and the third is for an intermediate set ofmeasurements for a decade
represented in other diagrams and tables in this paper (1960-69). In spite of the scatter,
the shape is clear, with a more rapid autumn cooling than the rate of spring warming.
The maximum occurs toward the end of July, a few weeks out of phase with solar radia-
tion-as would be predicted from the energy balance. This can be seen on Fig. 7 where
average weekly values of mean air temperature and of duration of bright sunshine are
plotted for the 3Gyear period l92l to 1950. Horizontal comparisons on either Fig. 6
or Fig. 7 can have some interest for those who would define a 'growing season' in terms
of the period between prescribed spring and autumn air temperatures. At 5"C, the spring
threshold varies by a few days in the averages on Fig. 6, but is greater for individual
years.

Under the Crop Weather Scheme an attempt was made to assess this sort of thing a
little more quantitatively, in terms of 'day-degrees' above or below a threshold guessed
at 42'F (5.55'C). It is a crude concept, probably adequate for ranking seasons in order
of energy input, but with current combination of energy balance and g'owth analysis
it could be discarded without loss. Fig. 8 shows values for 1949 (warm), 1958 (about
average) and 1963 (cool). As routine, the values are summed each week: on the figure the
weekly tot^ls are s.mmed at four-week htervals.
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o t880 -89
a 1940-49
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FrG. 6. ADnual cycle of average moDthly air temperature for decades s€lec{ed from Fi& 5.

Frmt The slopes of lines such as those of Fig. 8 can be used as guides to growth rates,
b]ut what yte can grow depends on a more important threshold temperature. There are
two 'frost' temperatures, ttrat in the screen at about 4 ft above ground, and that at gound
level with the thermometer fully exposed to the sky. The thermometer bulb is set at 2 in.
above ground carrying mown turf, and the reading is sometimes called the 'gtass -it i-
mum'. Conventionally, the threshold was defined as 30'4'F on the assumption that no
physiological damage would occur above this temperature, and in the older records

'ground frost' means an occasion when the grass minimum temlrrature was 30'4'F
or lower. Now, and here throughout, for several good reasons, convention is ignored,
and the specification of 'frost' is any occasion when the temperature is below 32'F.
Because of varying precision in the records this produces some slight anomalies, most of
which are removed by grouping frequency of occurrence into ten-day periods. On Fig. 9
all 58 records are used for the scre€n frost, but the record for l92l is omitted from the
surface frost. Statistical analysis of ttre distribution in the surface frost histograms might
show some measurable probability ofan overlap: this, in fact, happened in 1921, when
there were three ground frosts in June, one in July, one in August, and two in September.
(The summer of l92l was unique. From I June to 10 September there were only 1'4in.
of rain, and the occurrence of summer frosts is almost certainly attributable, in part, to
the very dry surface soil.) For our farming (and gardening) the surfact frost is rather
more important than the air frost. The way the information has been assembled makes
the description a little unkind to the climate. On average the surface frost-free period is

from day 147 (27 :May) to day 277 (4 October), an itrterval of 130 days, with a hint that
lengthened intervals are longer at both ends, and shortened intervals are shorter at both
ends. In eight years with the last spring frost day in ttre range l2O-129 (averaga 125)

l8l
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3@ Doy

Frc. 9. Air (itr scleeo) atrd surface Grass 'ninimum) ftosts. The columns arc teD days wide atrd lbeir
heichts (scale on left) sive the numbers ofvears wheo the last sDriog frost and 6rst autumD frost occurr€d
in ihe ciosen ten day-period. Period: l9l5-72 (58 y€ars, but cxcluding l92l for sudacc frosts).

the average frst autumn frost day was 286 (interval 153 days): in four years with the last
spring day in the range 172-180 (average l7O the average first autumn day was 266
(interval 90 days). Working backwfid from the autumn, six years in tle range 300-310
(average 303) had an average last spring frost day of 138 (interval 165 days), and eight
years in the rmge 234-259 (average 251) had an average last spring frost day of 157

(interval 94 days).

Extemes in air temFratEe (Tabte 4). To show what can happen within the average

values shown on the diagrams, Table 4 gives the components in the two coldest years, and
in the two warmest years, then the largest maximum and smallest minimum for each

month, and, within these months the hottest day and the coldest night.

Soil temperatue

To an acceptable accuracy, the air temperature as measured in the meteorological
enclosure is the air temperature of the neighbourhood: the air moves horizontally and
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is mixed vertically, so tending to produc€ uniformity. Neither attribute is true of the
soil, and both the diumal and annual cycles of soil temperature may differ from site to
sitc, depending on crop cover, compaction of the soil, and water content of the soil.

Routine measurements are made, once a day at 0900 hours, under bare soil (4, 8, t2 in.)
and under grass (4, 8, 12, 24 and 48 in.: now re-set at 10, 20, 30, 50 and 100 cm siDce
1972). Because the daily temperature wave moves through the soil at roughly I in. per
hout, at a given time the temperatures at different depths are at different phases of the
cycle, so that at 4 in. the 0900 reading is a little less than the mean for the day, at 8 in.
it has just passed its minimum (i.e. it too is at less than its mean), and at 12 in. it is
between nean and minimum (again, less than the mean). At 24 in. the 0900 hours
reading is slightly greater than the mean, but here, and at 48 in., the diumal range is so
smaU that phase effects can be neglected.

Energy balance considerations suggest that over a large uniform area the amual mean
soil temperature should be the same at all depths and, in our climate, should be the same
as annual mean air temp€rature (within a few tenths of l'C). So, as a good first approxi-
mation, the secular changes of annual mean soil tcmlrrature are represented by Fig. 5.

Annual cycle at d in. under grsss (Fig. 10, Teble 5). Thrce sets ofpoints show the average
values for ten years, 1960 to 1969, joined by a smooth line, plus points for two of the
years, chosen because February 1968 had the lowest minimum (0"C), and July 1969
had the highest maximum in the ten years (17.2"C).

Variation with depth @g. 11, Table 5). The curve for 4 in. is repeated, with corre-
sponding ten-year averaga for 24 and 48 in. depth. (Ihose for 8 and l2 in., not shown,

\r-'/2

frrrrrlttl
JD

Frc. 10. AEagE troDthly soil ilopcraturc Et 4 iD. oodcr grass.
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.24
r48

Frc. ll. IzIr. Average monthly soil temperature (t96M9) at three depths (irches) uoder..erass.
-Rk r. Mean aolual soil temDem(urE at five depths, atrd E€atr air temperalure tn the screen---all open
cir;ks. The full circle is a catulated value fol tbe surface.

come too close to that for 4 in. to be clearly distinguished: they show the same trends

of decreasing amplitude and delayed phase with increasing depth') Very roughly, the
phase lag between 4 and 48 in. is about one month: the velocity of penetration of the
annual wave is near l! in. per day.

Table 5 gives annual and monthly means for the ten years l96G{9, and on the right
of Fig. lllre the ten-year means Plotted against depth. Combining the two sets-of
information on the figure, and adding a value of the specifc heat of ttre soil, it is possible

to infer the following: (l) the average temperature gradient is near l'5"Cm-1 in the
top 8 in. ofthe soil; (il) the thermal diffusivity betwe€n 4 and 24 in. is near 2'5 x 105 cmg

year-r; (iii) the upward heat flux is rLear 2'4 x 103 cal cm-z year-1; (iv) for this sam€

ilux in the-air the temperature difference between soil surface and air at screen level is

near 0.25 rcoC, where in is the average rcsistance to the transfer, and known to be near

TABIT 5

Rothamsted: Mean monthly air aad soil temperalutes under grass ("C: 196049)

J
F
M

M
I
J

s
o
N
D
Year
Hishest (1961)
Lowest (1962)

24 ,r8

4-4 6.1
4-5 5.6
5.2 5.6
7.4 6.7
10.5 8.8
t3.5 1l.I
l5.l 13.0
15.3 r3.9
l4-3 13.7
12-2 12.6
8-8 10.4
5.9 8.0

Air
2.5
3.0

8.0
I1.0
t4-2
15.3
t5-2
13.6
10.6
5.6
2.8
8.9
9.7
8.2

4

3.2
4-5
7-6

11.4
14.9
15.6
15.5
13.7
10.8
6.4
35

8

3.1
3.5
4.8
7-8
tl.4
14.7
16.0
ts.1
14.l
,l .4
7.1
4.1

3.4
3.7
4.9
7.8
lI.t
14.6
15.9
t5.7
14.2
t 1.6
7.5
4.5

9.2 9.5 9.6 9.8 9-6
9-6 9.9 9.9 lO-2 l0 l
8-3 8.7 8.8 9.0 9'0
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27 za

. Frc. .12. Soil temperature uoder spritrg wheat, May 1969. Zero€s ale progr€ssively djsplaoed by 2.5.C:
tor the lowEsr curve tbe ri6e axis is at 10.C. Readiag upward, the deprB ai 25, t5; tO,'5, 2.5 a;d 0 cm.(From I. F. Irog.)

I sec_cm-t or less. Putting ro : I leads to the full point plotted at zero depth: ttre system
is coherent.

Dlily cycle. There are no routine observations, but, as part oftie research, soil tempera-
ture is recorded_at several depths, closely spaced near thC surface and further apart d}lrr
in the profile. The sensors cannot be installed until most farming operations aie compiete
and hence the records are for soil with some crop cover. For illuitration, Fig. 12 shows
the_temperature changes on a fine day, cloudy near noon, after a dull day. T[e crop was
spring wheat, then about .10 cm tall and covering 601 of the ground iurface, and the
curves, traced from the original record, are for depths 0, 2.5, 5, 10, 15 and 25 cm, with
zeros progrrcssively displaced by 2'5'C to avoid confusing overlap. (Ihe run-in from
27 May is left longer than necessary: in this period all tempiratures were about ttre same
and near 12.5'C at midnight.) Detail in the upper two curves is very approximate, but
important infercnces about changes with depth are not afected. Firsi, the rapid fluctua-
tions are soon damped out: second, the amplitude decreases: third, thj phase lag
increases. Roughly, from the phase lag, the velocity of the daily wave is about 3 cm
per hour and-. less certainly on this evidence-the crop is behaving as though i1 lgp1s
sented the equivalent of about 4 cm of soil as a thermal resistance.

Rridrll
Amounts are alwa5rs expressed as a depth of water, obtained by dividing a measured
volume of catch by the area of the collecting surface. For brevity, the diirneter of ttre
qalge is used in description (e.g. 5-in., 8-in.). A 5-in. gauge was used in the garden of
Rivers Lodge from 1852 until about 1880: the water collected was carried acriss to the
laboratory, the volume measured in a graduated cylinder, and the depth calculated and
entered to five simificant figures, even when qualified by.some spili'! The gauge was
moved to the meteorological enclosure, and an 8-in. gauge was inJtaled in 19-00(?) and
used until 1947.. An automatic syphon gauge (6in.) was added later, giving recoids of
time and intensities. In 1851 Lawes and Gitbert set up a very large gaug&ith-a collecting
area of-!1000 acre, to get enough rainwater for chemical analysis. ihis pioneer effoti
in rainfall chemistry showed there wasn't much in rainwater 1o affirt plant growth.
186
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Much later we added a rain collector for DSIR as part of the national monitoring system

for atmospheric pollution (mainly sulphur dioxide and solids), and for a few years we

."e." oneif the six sites in Britain iaking part in an intemational study of rainfall
chemistry as a guide to the dynamics of movement of weather systems. Results are in
volumes Z-tZ ltDS:--eO) of Telius, and gsvevalues of: anount ofrain, its pH and electrical

conductivity, and the content of S, Cl, NO3-N, NHe-N, Na, K, Mg, Ca and HCOa-.
In the Ui000 acre gauge the volume was measured in a series (4) of tanks each holding

the equivalent of *in., with external gauge pipes-for direct reading--{€mented into
socketi. Round about 1943 there was concern about discrepancies between the l/1000 acre

totals and the daily amounts as measured on 5- and 8-in. gauges, and a thorough piec€

of detective work by Michael Garrod, a student worker, reYealed that the cement had

softened a little and the first gauge glass had slipped down (over'estimate of amount),
and that the first gauge glass itself was incorrectly graduated (again in the sense of over-

estimating amour,tl. Thi fourth glass (for l'!2'0 in') was exchanged with the first,
correctly iet, and daily readings af\er 1947 should be more trustworthy than those for a
few years before.

The discrepancy could be caused by an under-estimate in the small gauges' This is

known to happen'in exposed situations, and the Meteorological Office recommendation

of 30 years oi so ago was to set the gauge (12 in. high) at the centre of a circular turf
wall (ilso 12 in. high), inside radius 5 ft, with a vertical inside face, and a sloping outside

face at a slope of about 1 in 5. We set up a 5-in. gauge in this way in 1948, and Table 6

TABLE 6

Rothansted: Comparison of rain gauges: Ten-year aoerages, 196049

J
F
M

M
J
J

s
o
N
D

l/1000 aqe
D.

2-30
1.86
1.81
2.31
2.30
2.30
2.fi
2.4t
2- 69
2.6
2.12
3'00

5T*

io. mm
2.D. 56
l.8r 46
1.77 45
2.24 57
2.22 56
2.24 57
2.A 61
2.10 58
2.57 65
2.53 A
2-63 6l
2.89 74

21.83 706

5-in.
iD.

2.18
t.7s
r.13
2.19
2.21
2.21
2.&
2.29
2.56
2- 53
2- 59
2.83

n -47Year 23'88

' 5-in. 8!ugp inside turf \rall

gives a comparison of the three gauges over a recent decade. ThJ eqect of the turf wall
(co-pare 5i with 5-in.) is small-wlich may mean that the turf wall is not doing what
was ixpected-and both tin. gauges record about 0'l in. per- month less than the

1/1000 icre gauge. The diferences look small, but they add up to about 1 in' in an annual
totat of 2g in., 

-which is about the size (and of the same sign) of currently suspected

errors in Meteorological Omce pattern gauges. For the present, all rain-gauge readings

should be read against the possibility of an error of 2 or 3 l, and the large gauge may be

the most accuraie of any we use. The uncertainty is no more than that in our best

estimates of changes in soil water content, and we will be very ready to act on any advice

on improved rain-gauging that is the subject of current research elsewhere.
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- Frc. 13, On€ huodred years _of rain, 1852-1951 (5 itr, gauSe) otr logaritbmic scales of amoult aqd
timc. Points show geatest, or least, total itr aDy choscn leqrh of period, The tioe of unit slope joins
averaSEs.

A hmdred ycars of rahfrll. In 1953 a summary of 100 years, of records from the 5-in.
gauge was preprred, and has remained on file since. This information will be considered
first and then that for 1953-72. Fig. 13 was prepared by going through the records and
picking out the maximum fall in one dan two consecutive days and so on up to a total
of 100 days: then the unit interval was changed to the month, up to 100 months: there-
after the unit was the calendar year, up to 100 years. Similarly, minimum totals were
extracted, starting from the longest period without measurable rain-36 days in 1947.
Plgtted as log R against log , the curves are remarkably smooth, because there is onty
a, slight seasonal rainfall pattern, arijl the Iine of unit slope through the final point gives
the sequencc,of period averages, of which four arc marked. Noie that at 20 yearJ the
wettest and the driest are close to the average, and as a datum for looking jt year to
year differences a 2G,year average should be adequate.

Within a given year almost anything can happen. Table 7 gives ttre extremes of totals
in calendar months, and also the frequ€ncy with which a particular month has been the
wettest or driest of the year, ignoring the diferences in month length. particularly for
the driest, there are sometimes two or three difering only slightly: they have boen given
half or third weight, and flal totals rounded of to the nearcst unit.

The individual yearly totals (5-in-) are on Fig. 14. There are obviously periods of wet
years (nine in succession, l87t-83 above long-term average) but no long-term secular
trend. The distribution of annual totals is on Fig. 15, with a step interval of 2 in. per
annum.
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Wett€st

5.3 1939
4.8 1900
5.3 1947
4.2 1920
4.9 1878,1889

c. 6.0 1903,1936
6.6 1855
6.5 1879
7.7 1896
6.7 1891
6.8 1940
7.5 1914

FrEquercy

wette$t driest
85t855, t86l

l89l
1929,1939
1912,1938

1896, r919,1936
1925
l92t
1947
1865
1947

1868,1945
l8e

Driest

I
F
M

M
I
T

s
o
N
D

J
F
M

M
J
I
s
o
N
D

3
4
0
4
6

l4
6
8

2l
l4
l2

l6
t3
l3
6

1l
8
3
9
3
6
1

(b) 1952-72: tin. gauep

4.! 1955 0.88 DA
3.8 1961 0-04 1959
4.0 t963 0.10 1 !
3'2 1964 c.O'26 1954,1957
4.9 1961 0.56 1956
4.5 1958 0.2i l 2
4.4 1959 0.20 1955
5.0 1952,1956 0.46 9A
5.3 1968 0.13 19s9

c.6.0 1960,1967 O'22 1969
6.t 1970 0.71 1956

c.4.5 1959,1965 c.0'6 1953,1 3

'I
J

+ rll-t@o rgoo r9ro

trtttt
t920 l9lo B{o tglo rq@ 1970

t,l
t860 rStO 1880

TABLE 7

Rotharnsted: Weltes, otd *iest months
(a) 1852-t951: 5-in. gauep

Total (in.)

0.12
0.04
006
o.l2
o- 46
0.10
0.13
0.07
0.M
0.04
0.33
0.06

c.
c.

Frc. 14. Annual rainfall, l85l-19?2 (5 in. gauge).
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JU20

.1

ro 40 lnche:

Frc. 15. Frequency distribution of annual raiDfall, with step interval 2 io. (As for Fig. f4.)

There is a slight indication of secular change in the seasonal distribution of rainfall
@g. lQ. All three periods agree on a wet mid-winter, a dry spring and a slightly wetter
July and August. The main difference is the position of the autumn peak. For ihe first
period, up to 1929, October was the wettest month: during the next 30 years the peak
moved into November (not poculiar to Rothamsteo with some possible advantage in
early October harvesting: in the third period, 1960-69, the peak has moved to Decrmber.

Water in the air
There are many humidity parameters and the choice of the most convenient may not be
the same for the study of the movement of wheat rust spores from North Africa as for
the study of their germination on Broadbalk With few exceptions, atmospheric water
problems are inseparable from contemporary air temp€ratures: using symbols for
conciseness and clarity the following may help in interpretation of what follows.

AJ any time the water vapour content of the air can be expressed as a partial pressure,
e- mb, (l) wh.ich is eflectively the volume ratio of water vapour/air in parts per 1000.
Often-almost always-the air could hold more: the saturation value is uniquely depen-
d€nt on the air temperature (7a, say) and if this saturation value is represinted b! er,
then two further simple humidity parameters emerge:

.^Flo. 16. Average month-ly minfal- (t/1000 ?gre gaufB) fo! various periods: columns, 77 yea$, Ig53-
1929; qosses, 30 yeals, 1930.59; futl ciEles, l0 years, 196M9.
190
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(2) Relative humidily; h : ele'.

Note that this is a fraction, never greater than unity in our problems' For convenienct,

and often commendably, it is someiimes expressed as a Percentage' but there is no need

to take it as such into formal equations.

(3) Saturation deficit: ea - e mb.

The air can be cooled in two important ways. If it is done by evaporating water into
it, and all the necessary energy comis from the air, then a limiting temperature is reached,

giving another humidity parameter:

(4) Wet-bulb temperature : Io, saY.

If the cooling is done without any simultaneous wetting (as over a cold surface) a tempera-

ture is reached at which condensation starts: this is the'dew point' temlrrature.

(, Dew poht temperature : 7d' say.

For both Tu and Ta as for Id, there are saturation vapour pressures: these can be

represented by et, and ea, with the identity ed,: e.

The parameters are closely linled, the most importatrt formal relationsh.ip being

(ea): e: eu-Y(Ta- T')' (4)

which is the basis of all our field measurements of vapour pressure, e. We rccord fa
and ?,,, the value of the constant z is lnown, and because eo is uniquely dep€ndeDt on
Ta, e can be read of from suitable tables (or calculated by the comPuter).

Daily changes in vapour pressure. Within a given air mass changes are small, and vapour
presiure is one of the very few weather elements of which it can be said that the screen

value measured at 0900 hours is within I or 2\ of the mean for the day. Couverted into
equivalent dew point temperatures, the value of Ia at 0900 is within a few tenths of
l'C of its mean for the day.

The value, of course, changes with ttre air nass, i.e. with the weather. Fig. 17 shows

the changes, averaged over 4 hours for a period corresponding to the air temperature

FIc. 17. ChaoSEs of vapour prcssure at about 2 m above e kale 6op, averagcd fot +hour periods'
(Soc Fies 4, l8 and 19.)
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FrG. 18. _Av€EEe daily,cycles of air and dew-poitrt teDperature for 6ve fine dals, l,t-18 Jufy 1971,

over kale. (See Figs 4 and 17,)

changes given in Fig. 4. Clhese are for the ,S plot over kale.) It is not easy to see a daily
cycle in this sequence: the changes are caused mainly by changes in the source of the air
brought in by the wind. To eliminate this effect, Fig. l8 gives the five-day average of
hourly values of air temperature and dew point temperature, using only alternate hours
for the S plot of kale at 270 cm. The daily change in 16 (and hence of e) is small but
important, illustrating a fairly frequent sequence of events on clear summer nights.
(fhe example of Fig. 4 was chosen to avoid major efects produced by cloud.) On some
nights (see next section) there was dew condensing on th€ kale before sunrise, and so the
air above the crop became drier. Almost immediately after dawn, in relatively calm air,
the dew evaporated and for about 2 hours the water content above the crop was
signifi cantly increased.

Daily cycle in vapoor presure gra.dient Exc€pt occasionally at night, there is a decrease
in vapour pressure with height (a lapse) corresponding to the upward vapour flux in
evaporadon. The exceptions (inversions) correspond to the downward vapour flux in
dew formation. The top part of Fig- 19 shows daily cycles for a week over tle two crops
of kale, again plotted as average value for 4hour periods for the height interval 8i-
27O cm above ground. The shape of the curve is a first approximation to the daily cycle
of evaporation (see later discussion), with the maximum rate in the period 12-16 hours
and the minimum rate in the period 00-O4 hours: on four of these nights tle minimum
was negative, i.e. there was dew formed.

Annual cycle. Table 8 gives some average monthly values of dew-point t€mperatures,
measured in the screen oyer grass: they are derived from the 0900 hour values of dry-bulb
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Ftc. 19. Top. Humidity lapse (85 to 270 cm) over kale for duplicate plots (see Fi8. 4) averaged for
4 hour periods.

Bottom. Contel'Ilwrary wind shear (270 to l2O cm). Crop about 70 cm tall.

and wet-bulb temperatures (fd and fl, in equation 4). The five-year average is given on
the right, with the correspondhg vapour pressure and the flve-year average of the
contemporary mean air temperature (average of daily mafma 6d afnima). Finally,
with no assuranct that it means very much quantitatively, there is an average relative
hnmidity, calculated ftom edlea, where ea is given in the table, and e, is the saturation

TABLE t
Rothonsled: Monthly aterages of hwnidity, 1968-72

Avcrages

x

XIoXxx
Io5|r r;oo ooo

1968 1969 1970 1971

I 'l 3-7 2.4 2.3
-0.3 -2-t -0.2 t.6

2.4 1.2 0-2 l.O
4.t 3.5 3-2 3.4
6.2 8.8 8.6 6'8
ll.l 9.4 lr.3 9.0
lt.3 13.4 11.6 12.7
t2.6 12.3 t2-3 12.6
11.8 tt.o t1-2 l1-2
10.7 10.3 8.1 9.3
4.7 2-9 5.2 3.8
r.2 1.5 2-3 4.3

6.4 6.3 6-3 6.5

x
roo
" 'll

1912
1.5
2.4
3.0
4.2
7.O
8.2

1l .9
ll.5
8.1
7-5
3.5
3.8

6.1

Ta ed
ob

2.2 7.2
0.3 6.3
I .6 6.8
3.7 8.0
7.5 10.4
9.8 r2.l
12.2 14.1
l2-3 14.3
10.7 12.8
9.2 ll.5
4.0 8.2
2.6 1.4

6.3

'1:" h
'c
3.7 0.90
2-4 0.86
4-6 0.80
7-4 0-77
11.2 0.78
13-6 0.?8
15.8 0.?9
15.6 0.81
13.6 0.82
ll.5 0.E6
5.8 0.89
3.8 0-92

9.1

J
F
M

M
I
I
s
o
N
D

Year
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x
xr
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x
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vapour pressure at the given average value of Ia. The averages are plotted on Fig. 20.
In the upper part the only points needing special comment are for February. ThJ first
three of the fiye years had unusually cold Februaries and dew-point temperatures neces-
sarily were low too. In the lower part the qualitative picture is acceptable: relative
humidity is greatest November to January, decreases to a flat minimum in spring and
early summer, and thereafter increases steadily through late summer and autumn.

Relative hrmftlity. An average daily cycle of relative humidity could be derived from
Fig. 18. As a slightly more revealing supplement Fig. 2l is a tracing ofthe screen records

ooooooo

Lr r rl I

D

. FIc..20._^AnNal cy-c_!F qt.averaEe monthly air temperatue, daw point tempeiature aod relativc
humidity (6ve ycan, 1968 72). Oo the right, above, is a scale oi vapour prtssure' correspoadiDg to the
dew-poht temperatur€s.
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FIG.2l. Relative buoidity (%: above) and ternpe.aturE ('F: below) for a we.k, lJ May 1972. The
traciq has bectr adjusted to give clrrect relative timing:. Note that lhe recordiog pens move io arcs and
the curvature is obvious in the humidity trace fo! 3 May.

for a week, taken from an instrument that records both air temperature (here in "F,
scale on the right) and relative humidity, using stretched hair as the sensor. At its best the
hair hygrometer is probably correct to within 21, but the zero tends to shift, and it rna),
6e that tle maximum recorded during the week should have been l00f rather than the
97 \ shown on 3 May. Because of the near constancy of the vapour pressure (Fig. l8),
the behaviour of the ratio h: elea is dictated by the changes it er, i.e. of ?d, the air
temp€rature. Hence the daily cycle of relative humidity is almost exactly out of phase
with the air temperature.

Relative h,midity should be avoided as a humidity parameter wherever possible, but
it cannot be ignored in some important contexts. It is the relative humidity of the ambient
air that determines the equilibrium water content of porous systems-including hay and
grain, soil and some of the soil fauna.

Witrd

Moving air is retarded by friction, and the landscape is a rougher surface than a seascape.
Hence surface wind speeds decrease with distance from the coast, and it happens that
because of our geographical position and the relative frequency of westerly and easterly
winds, Rothamsted is close to being the calmest part of Britain in the long-term annual
averages of surface wind speeds. In comrnon with nearly all climatological stations our
early wind records are simply a note of wind direction and of a 'Beaufort Force' (on a
scale 0-12), usually at only one time a day. For experiment we started using a cup
anemometer at 2 m above ground in 19114 and, with the counter read at 0900 hours daily,
the run-of-the-wind has been recorded, in miles per day, sincr then. Table 9 shows

TABI.E 9
Rothansted: Aoerage monthly wind speed at 2 m aboue grass (km day-t), 1968-72

I
F
M

M
J
r
s
o
N
D

Average Raage
222 20o-2s0u5 200-310210 2i5-330263 200-3052lo 181265
197 175-225
161 135-195
175
161
192
237
2t6

150-230
125-2tO
t@ 235
215-275
190-240

Year 213 2fi-225
195
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monthly averages for rec€nt years, converted into km day-r, and within these averages
there can be periods of calm @orce 0) or gale (Force 8).

In 1954 a Dines anemometer was set up in the meteorological enclosure, with sensors
at l0 m above ground, giving a continuous record of speed and direction. Since the
record started the maximum gust has been 73 mph on 4 November 1957. The Dines
instrument is not sensitive enough at low wind speeds and, because of this, comparison
of integrated values with those of the cup anemometer at 2 m does not reveal universal
exlrrience of an increase in wind speed with height. In many farming contexts this wind
shear is very important. (It afects rates of water use and grolvth; movement of spores,
pollen, insects; possibly the risk of lodging.) Accordingly, the research instrumentation
always includes a vertical array of small sensitive cup anemometers suitably spaced from
just above the crop to about 2 m clear of it. One item of detail may suffice here, as
informative and a little disturbing. The lower part of Fig. 19 shows the values of the
wind speed difference between 270 and 120 cm above ground, over the two kale crops
(then about 70 cm tall) for the same ,thour periods as for the vapour pressure lapse.
The differences between the two sites, about 100 m apart, are large, and consistent over a
period of six weeks so far studied. There is no suspicion of instrumental error and the
cause is probably some funnelling of air movement by the belt of tall trees close to the
south edge of the .t plot.

The general pattern, true ofthe absolute wind speeds too, is that the daily cycle ofwind
speed is rather like that of air temperature and of humidity lapse, building up from a
minimum about dawn to a maximum after noon, and declining thereafter to and beyond
sunset.

EvrPoration

In some contexts 'evaporation', 'transpiration', and 'water use' are synonymous, but
the first is the more generally useful in agricultural physics. For water balanc€ studies it
is convenient to use rainfall units and express an evaporation rate as depth per unit time
(e.g. mm day-r), but for energy balances it is often more desirable to use an energy unit.

The vapour flux from natural surfaces is dominantly upward, but at some times of the
year there may be night-time periods when it is downward-usually when the net radiation
is negative- Then there is a gain ofwater in the plant/soil system as 'dew', but the amounts
are small and not easy to measure. Monteith estimated that the maximum possible amual
gain for us is only 4 or 5 mrn. Occasions of'heavy dew', very obvious and frequent in
spring, early summer and autumn, occur because of distillation of water from relatively
warm wet soil under the crop, and may be accompanied by guttation (Plate l). This is not
a gain in the plant/soil system but is the beginning of a slightly accelerated evaporation
in the first few hours of the succeeding day. Monteith (1957) measured some nightly
rates of up to 0.02 mm h I equivalent depth on short grass.

Measurement for cropped soil is not easy, and we have used calculated values, since
1948, for design and interpretation ofirrigation experiments, and as the basis for technical
advice on relevant irrigation and hydrological problems. (See'Potential Evaporation'
later.) Most meteorological services have some form of open water pan evaporimeter,
but designs vary greatly from country to country, and all are subject to sources of error
and uncertainty, of which only two will be made explicit. The eyaporation over a given
period is the sum ofthe fall in level ofthe water and the amount ofrain in the period, so
that any uncertainty in measured rain is carried into the estimate of evaporation. Winter
estimates are uncertain when the water freezes, and occasionally this uncertainty is
increased when snow falls on the frozen surface.

We installed the standard British Meteorological Office evaporation tank in 1947.
This, designed by Symons about 1870, is of galvanised iron, 6 ft square, 2 ft deep, and
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set in the ground so that a 3-in. rim projects, and the water level is kept at about ground
level by measured additions or abstractions as necessary. The level is read daily, by hook
gauge, to the nearest 0.01 in.

Potentirl eysporrtion @otentiel hanspiration). Two years of measurements, and of
theoretical analysis of the results, produced a relation between the rate of evaporation
from short turf, never short of water, and the prevailing weather, based primarily on
consideration of energy balance. Where the necessary components can be measured they
go into the formal equation, but in the widespread use of it since 1948 this condition
has been rarely satisfied, and most calcuLations have been based on empirical relations
(e.g. equation (2)), leading to an expression for potential evaporation rate in terms of
four standard meteorological elements: duration of bright sunshine, air temperature,
water vapour pressure in the air, and average wind speed. For the tauer farm crops the
estimate is exp€cted to be a slight under-estimate of rate of water use while there is a
complete (or nearly so) crop cover of fresh green vegetation, not short of water (French,
Long & Penman, 1973).

Because of the presence of empirical relationships in the format the estimates are
biased somewhat toward average values, and year to year estimates at a given time of
the year tend to be conservative, more so than measured values of open water evaporation.

_ FIG. 22. TraJioS of a record of changes io weight of a block of soil carryiDa 8r'ass, duriq 24 hours of
cl€ar wealher before cuning for hay, 28-29 May 1950. (From J. L, MonteithJ -

Dsily cycle (Frg. 22). For several years a transpiration gauge was used in the crop
alongside the meteorological enclosure. This gauge was a metal box 56 x 56 in., 25 in.
deep, filled with soil and carried on a suspension system, lyhich, with suitable intermediate
parts, was connected to a pen that recorded changes in weight on a rotating drum chart.
Fig. 22 is a copy of an untypical record, chosen to display the basic character of the
diurnal cycle in rate of water use, free from the fluctuations produced by intermittent
cloud, or showers. The rate is almost constant for 3 or 4 hours after noon, gradually
decreases thereafter to about sunset (2000 hours at the end of May), then becomes
slightly negative until about sunrise (near M00 hours), then slowly increases until about
0800 hours and thereafter becomes much more rapid. The grass around (and on) the
gauge was then cut for hay, and over the haymaking period samples from the field were
taken and dried to giye an estimate of water content. The cut grass on the gauge was
turned at the same times as the field hay. Fig. 23 shows the gauge record of drying as a
continuous line, and the sampling results as full points, and including some night-time
values. The fit is impressive. Note that the drying grass can behave as a porous absorbent
and can take up water in addition to the superficial collection of dew.

An alternative assessment ofthe daily cycle can start from Fig. 19, There are important
corrections needed for the degree of atmospheric stability, but, before they are made,
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Frc. 23- Drying of hay, 1960. The clntinuous line repr€sents chao86 itr weight of the Sauge (s€e
Fi8: 22) coDvrrt€d to cla!8Es in watet cotrt€[t of rhe cut grass on it. Full circles show results of salrplitrg.
(Fron I. F. L@&)

a first approximation to the evaporation rate includes the product of the h,,midity lapse
(upper points) and the wind shear (ower points). In general these parameters are in
phase, reaching their maxima (and minima) at about the same time of day: their efects
reinforce each other.

AtrDurl cyctes (hblc 10 and Fig. 24). The upper part of the table gives average monthly
values of measured evaporation from the Symons tank, first for the whole period of

j

Year
542
534
668
447

465
554

8305t7485836/.44t9
6.5 28 52 76 93 96 78 A 36

J
t94a-72 (25) 4.5
1960-69 (10) 4.5
M6t (1949) 7'5
Leaet (1954) 1

TABLE 10

Rothamst ed : EDa?orution
(a) Opctr water (.8o, Symons Taok) (mm p€r motrtb)
FMAMI'ASO
8.s 30.5 53 79 92 92 76 s6 11.5
1.5 32 5t 77 93 88 76 56 3l
15 32 U 82 96 142 tO7 68 33
3.s 23 57 62 70 72 s3 sl 2s

(b) Potetrtial evaporatiotr, Er and Eo

ND
13.5 5.5
14.5 4
t0.5 10.5
13.5 l0'5

4.5 -0.516 6
196E-72 (s) Er 2.s

Eo5

records and then for the ten years (196G{9) that are picked out in earlier sections. To
give some idea of variability, totals for extreme years are added. For potential evapora-
tion, only five years of estimates are used, and with them are the corresponding open
water averages, which do not difer much from the 25-year values.

The figure (eft) shows the seasonal trend in the open water evaporation, Ee (25-year
averages) plotted without points. Two sets of discrete points sho\v the five-year averages
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FIG. 24. ADnual cycle of evaporatioo. Z"/r. The lioe is the E€asur€d 5 year avemge for an opeo watcr
surface (Slmons tank) aod the opetr circl€s give the five year avernge, l t72- FuIl circles show the
calculated poretrlial evapomtion for the same five years. rRigrr. The pha$ relationship betweetr th. two
five year sets of averages. The time sequence is clockwise, January to Decembe(

for Eo and for E?', and the expected strong correlation is obvious. The departure from
perfection is not random but is a phase effect revealed in the small scale inset where
contemporary averages are plotted against each other month by month. The points fall
on a very smooth ellipse with potential evaporation leading open water evaporation by
about a week in phase. This is an eflect of heat storage in the tank: from January to
July the water is getting warmer, using some of the solar radiation income that would
otherwise be used in evaporation; from July to January the water is getting cooler,
contributing to the energy used in evaporation. A similar switch from storage to release
occurs in soils under crops, and though it can be taken into account in complete energy
balances it is rarely important in plant growth problems.

The negative value of the potential evaporation in December is questionable. From
November to January the formal equations have to take in very small differences betwcen
quite large quantities and within the random scatter that tlis produces there is evidence
that there is also a biased error leading to an underestimate of the potenfial evaporation,
The uncertainty in these three months is no more than that in the estimates of thc
monthly rainfall.

Averrge wrter balance. As a bridge to the next section, Table ll gives an idealised
balance sheet for a year in which the farm gets average rainfall every month, well distri-
buted in time, the rest of the weather is average so that the potential evaporation is
average, and all the farm is under short grass. For a reason that will be obvious after a
little study, the year starts on I May. Until 3l August evaporation exceeds rainfall, and
the soil gets drier-to an accumulated deficit of 74 mm then. During September and
October the soil is re-wetted without excess, and it is in November that all the profile is
rswetted and there is a first surplus for drainage. This condition is maintained to the end
of April.

'Idealised' does not mean absurd. We are on the edgp of the Thames catchm€nt
(3810 square miles), close to the headwaters of the I-€e (400 square rniles) and just south

l9
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of the Ouse (565 square miles to Bedford). For these, over 195,1-65, the average annual
differences between rainfall and river discharge were, in order, 465,495 and 444 fiin.
Obviously it is a fair inferenc€ that the ayerage annual leaching over the farm is near
240 mm, distributed approximately as in the last line of Table I l.

TABLE II
Rolhamsled: Auerage annuol water balonce, l%8-72 (mm\

Mayll
Er 74 85 83
.R 56 s7 6l
Et-R 18 28 22

l87l-1939 (59)

R-d
r94O-59 (20)

R-d
190-69 00)

.R
d
R-d
Eo

OND
1950
64fi74

-45 -62 -74
8

JFM
2830

56 46 45

-54 -38 - t5

AS
(444
s8 65
6 -2t

A Year
5l ,165

51 706

-6 -241
E(EI-X) 18
Drainage (d)

Evalnration atrd drainsge: Brre soil. There have been no measurements of drainage
through cropped soil, but in 1870 Lawes and Gilbert started daily measurements through
bare soil (previously under barley) as part of their study of nutri€nt balance. Since the
publication ofan extended account ofresuls (Penman & Schofield, l94l) no new informa-
tion has emerged that calls for re-appraisal of conclusions reached, and all that is
needed here is to bring some of the evidence up to date.

Alongside the l/lO0Gacre raingauge tiree blocks ofsoil ofthe same area were isolated,
underpinned and bricked-in to form a box, presumed water-tight. Any drainage water
was collected and a sample chemically analysed. Of the three, the shallowest (20 in. deep)
seemed, in 1941, to be free from any leak, the dcepest (60 in.) was very slightly suspect,
but the intermediate gauge (40 in.) certainly had an inward leak, giving clearly greater
totals of apparent drainage than either of the other two. These rarely differed much, and
always in the direction to be expected because of ttre difference in depth and the absence
of any suction at the lower surface where the percolating water emerges before dripping
into the collecting funnel below. During the 100 years, the soil has been undisturbed
except in pulling out seedling weeds and lifting offmoss: it has packed down very firmly,
and in many respects it is not repres€ntative of bare soil elsewhere on the farm during
periods between crops. Evidence here is limited to results from the 2Gin. gauge.

TABLE 12

Rothamsted: Aoerage response of 20-in. draingouge Qwn)

211

JFMAMJJASOND
I t4 23 35 40 43 50 48 ,r0 34 t7 t1

16 lr 2228 43 4 47 48 39 3l 16 ll

Year

365

350

730
380
350
535

59 47 46 J8 59 58 64 62 68 67 69 76
53333tmfififi1529!o5059
6 t4 t5 r8A4t 47 47 39 27 19 174 a3251 n 93 88 76 56 31 14 4

Table 12 gives average amual cycles of values ofX and d in the first two lines simply
as their diflerence for the period 187l-1939 (etrectively that covered by the 1941 survey),
and for tie next 20 years to 1959. For the decade 1960-69 the components are given, plus
the corresponding values of open water eyaporation from the Syrnons tank (Ee). For
ttre year, it is safe to set Es : R - 4 but great caution is needed in making decisions
about the validity of the equation in summer months: the values given are correct in
scale, but, in addition to carry-over effbcts, results are dominated by a simple principle.

2N

54 14 54 38 l5
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Drying of bare soil is essentially a skin effect and the amount is determined by the length
of time that the surface is wet. From about October to February this is effectively all the
time, and the bare soil behaves much the same as an open water surface, but in summer
the surface dries in a few days after rain and evaporation rates then decrease very rapidly.
So summer totals are largely determined by frequency of re-wetting by rain, and henct
are strongly correlated with total sumrner rain, whereas the winter totals are not detect-
ably dependent on total winter rain. The summer effect is carried through into the annual
totals. Plotting annual values ofX - d(:El) against R for the period 1938-72 produces
a distribution which, visually, belongs to the same population as those for l88l to 1937
(Penman & Schofield, 1941, Fig. 6): there is a little more confusion but no new informa-
tion. However, for good reasons, the l94l survey ignored the results in the frst ten years,
1871 to 1880, and looking at these afresh the fust eight, to 1878, seem to Iie significantly
outside the general distribution of the other 94 points in the sense of showing greater
values of .Et. The effect might be an indication of how long it took the previously
cultivated and cropped soil to settle down and (or) to get it free from weeds.

Acloowledg€m€nts

Some of the preceding material has come out of research projects and some out of the
routine recording. As a gesture of thanks for the first I have occasionally given an
acknowledgement of source in the caption to a figure. For the second, without major
injustice, I can restrict my thanks to two calleagues, past and present, and thereby get
back to l91l when Will Game joined the department as a boy. On his retirement in 1962

he was succeeded as senior observer by Arthur Day, who had joined him as assistant
observer in 1957. During this valuable long period of continuity there has been sustained
interest, keenness, and great competence, and I am very grateful to both men.
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